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Clue 1

We are going to jump in with both feet and get these amazing curves out of the way. Also, 
they produce large pieces of scraps we can use later to save our yardage. I am so excited 
to be starting these. You are going to love this!!!!! We will use all our fabrics, but just two 
fabrics per curved seam…pay attention to colour, quilt size, and template name. You 
will want to trace the template on to a cereal box or other stiff “template” material to help 
with your cuts. I use a 28mm rotary cutter, I feel I have more control with a smaller one.

Template A cuts:

For these templates, depending on the “direction” of your fabric, you can easily rotate and 
fill in the curve made by the previous cut (like filling in puzzle pieces), or you can cut a 
12-1/2” strip and save the centre for use later. My fabric is such that I can “flip-flop” my 
template.  There is a YouTube video to help with cutting!

Now for Template B cuts:

These are our finished numbers, our squares will measure 12-1/2” today.

DARK Lap Twin, Queen, King

Template A NONE 8

MEDIUM ALL SIZES

Template A 4

LIGHT Lap Twin, Queen, King

Template A NONE 4

DARK Lap Twin, Queen, King

Template B NONE 4

LIGHT Lap Twin, Queen, King

Template B 4 12

Template A/Template B Lap Twin, Queen, King

Dark/Light 0 8

Medium/Light 4 4

Light/Dark 0 4
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Let’s get to sewing. I am of the opinion that the more pins you use, the flatter the seam…if 
you are a pro at this, you do these the way you feel comfortable. I will be showing you (in 
video and pics) the pin, pin, pin method. I LOVE THIS!!

Working with our DARK Template A and our LIGHT Template B, here we go! I feel like it 
isn’t going to work sometimes, but be patient. We are curving one piece against it’t normal 
way of “curving” (against the cut). I lay the Template B piece flat on my sewing table and 
then pin Template A to it. I start at both ends to make sure my sides are perfectly lined up.

From here, I find the centre (or you can do this before you pin your ends) and pin them 
together in the centre. I fold in half and finger press to do this. Then fill in with the curve 
with pins. 

Now for the fun part: SEWING!!! Make sure your Template A is flat as you go around the 
curve and you’ll be great. I have created a video on YouTube to help you with how I did 
this…it is really hard to get in pics!!

Check the chart above for your finished numbers. Here are our finished curved blocks for 
this clue. GREAT JOB EVERYONE!!!!!
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